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About This Anthology

Overseen by Professor Skip Hays, led by co-directors Jen Siraganian and Travvis Largent, and 
staffed by graduate students in the Programs in Creative Writing and Translation at the 
University of  Arkansas, the Arkansas Writers in the Schools Program (WITS) strives to 
encourage students to use their imaginations to create well-crafted poetry and fiction. 

For over 30 years, WITS has been sending teams of  two writers from the University of  
Arkansas Graduate Programs in Creative Writing and Translation to the schools of  Arkansas 
for two-day residencies.  During these visits, the writers read poetry and fiction, discuss 
concepts such as using details and concrete language, and lead students in writing activities.  

During the 2006-2007 school year, WITS teams visited thousands of  elementary, middle, junior 
high, and high school students.  WITS residencies took our teams as far as Texarkana and El 
Dorado. A high concentration of  our residencies occurred in or around West Memphis, in part 
because of  our established relationship with the Crittenden Arts Council, which sends our 
teams to schools in Crittenden County.  Similarly, WITS works annually with the Arch Ford 
Education Service Cooperative in Plummerville, AR.  

The poems and short stories in this collection represent the work of  students in elementary, 
middle, junior high, and high schools across the state.  To the best of  our knowledge, this 
anthology consists entirely of  student work.  Our editors do correct spelling and some gram-
matical errors, but no editorial changes have been made to the poems and stories in the pro-
duction of  this anthology.

Arkansas Writers in the Schools is grateful to all of  the students, teachers, administrators, 
schools, and contact people who worked with us to make this year such a success.  We would 
like to especially thank Chad Andrews, Dr. Collis Geren, Skip Hays, Davis McCombs, Dr. 
Kathleen Whitehead Paulson and George Paulson, Kevin Trainor and Ruth Whitehead Trainor, 
Robert and Catherine Wallace, Eric and Jennifer Whitehead, Philip and Kamron Whitehead, 
Ted and Kelley Whitehead, Elizabeth Oehlkers Wright, and Frank Broyles and Gen Whitehead 
Broyles.   

We invite you to read and enjoy the work of  these very talented students.  If  you have any 
questions or would like to learn more about the Arkansas Writers in the Schools Program, 
please contact us at (479) 575-5991 or wits@cavern.uark.edu, or visit our website at www.uark.
edu/~wits.
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Quinohani

Quinohani is when a gemstone
is cracked and it fell from the sky.

Quinohani is red or black and yellow.

Quinohani is so hard if  you hit it,
your hand will swell and turn green.

Quinohani smells of  turnips.

Quinohani has no sound.

Quinohani tastes like cotton candy.

To use Quinohani you say,
“I saw a Quinohani fall today.”

Valerie Applegate

ARCH FORD EDUCATION SERVICE COOPERATIVE
Plumerville, AR

 Faculty Contact: Polly Bakker
Visiting Writers: Christopher Murphy, Jacob Shores-Argüello, Jeff  Conway, Travvis Largent

Blind

         Move   Move       Move   You
Better   Start      Troting     or
Skipping   If     you   want    A
Snicker   Doodle           through   the
Hulahoop        around    those  cacti
You           ugly     Fungus    Bolt
A     Slimy   Spike        went     through
you            and       you         still   run
like            a            sissy

Alex Martin
Reddet

is the language they speak on Mars.  
It sounds like a ghost laughing.

Ashlyn Tedder Dear Santa

So I haven’t been the sweetest blonde 
on the block
but let me explain, she had it coming.

Whitney Whillock
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My Cat Cleopatra IX

Queen of  Cliff  and Stream, rules
the backyard with an iron paw.
She has built the most scratching
posts in the land.  She lets her
orange, white, and black fur bake
in the mountain sun.  She once held
the Feline Olympics.  There was mouse
catching, litter box races, and feasts
of  unimaginable proportions.
Cleopatra IX is my cat
and boy am I proud of  it!

Autumn Anderson

Gonkinityem

Gonkinityem is a bird, a bird
that flies over the sea, a bird
that flies along with me.  The bird
can drive a car all the way
to Mars.  The bird is sick, the bird
is well, the bird is dead, the bird
is alive, the bird is selling ice cream
on Jupiter’s rings, a bird
that was burned by the sun.
It’s a plane.  It’s a fish. 
It’s an ordinary bird.
It’s a Gonkinityem.

Hannah Woodard

Untitled

I am the Tuba King of  the Geeks.
My ears are hurting though 
the great player doesn’t care 
for me.  I’m just a bold and brass
instrument is who I be. I hope 
I don’t rust  and then I just be 
a memory in my player’s head.

Ethan Edwards

The Triangle of  Love

The paper clip accelerated 
at an obese gallop
while the Jello demolished the scale.
The paper clip ran 
into the Jello with much force.
Then the tongue ate them all 
with one swallow
with the taste of  metal
the jagged teeth broke it in half.

Seth Washispack
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Arkanbraskan & Fizzlicious

So we figured out Mentos and Dr.Pepper 
don’t mix,
we were talking and jabbering and all of  a 
sudden
silence blanketed us.
I adore the fizz in Dr.Pepper,
it tastes so good and satisfies my soul,
I was squeezing the Dr.Pepper bottle
and drinking the fizz on the top,
you know me…you know exactly what 
I’m doing,
it’s fizz
it’s delicious
it’s fizzlicious.
Then you say, “I’m an Arkanbraskan.”
You’re from Arkansas and Nebraska,
simple enough,
and now every time I drink a Dr.Pepper...
I think fizzlicious
and I laugh.

Janna Alebander

E=mc2

The oak doors are closed
like the eyes of  a man
in a coma, and the man
won’t wake up until
I’ve got answers to
theories, until I’ve got 
equations that make sense,
until these barely legible
notes have a defined purpose.
Until then, these doors
won’t open.  Sleepless,
chalk-dust on my fingers
and in my stringy, stand-up
hair – A real genius
always looks similar to a bum
because a dedicated scientist
hasn’t the time to bathe.

Charlie Jasmine Hittle

Oh, my chicken

Oh, my chicken, you’re so boring.
You look like an eagle, but still boring.
Oh, my chicken, I feed you and you get bigger 
but still boring.
I eat you and you even taste boring.

Daniel Flowers
Nemo Vista
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Like a Bear in Winter

I slowly slip
one foot under
the cotton quilt,
as the other one
slowly follows.
I wrap myself  up
like a young caterpillar
in it’s chrysalis.
I slowly melt into
the silky smooth
sheets like chocolate
on a hot day.
Before I know it
I’m gone
making a sound
like a fly trapped
between a window
and the blinds.
My body and mind
are at rest as I sleep
like a new born baby.

April Wright

Drawn to My Xbox 360 Like a Girl

My favorite thing to do is
play video games.  The Xbox 360
to me is more than a game console.
I care for it as though a father
would care for his child. I protect it 
as a mother bear would protect 
her young. I sleep beside it
when it’s raining and thundering
so that if  electric charges get drawn to it,
I’ll go down with it.
The easiest way to go to the hospital
is to try and steal my Xbox 360.
We belong together.

Dennis Sawyer
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Untitled

The bubbles always pop
Before I can catch them
And daddy always tells me
 it’s because I don’t try hard enough.
My sister gave them to me
 for Christmas last year – 
Along with a new pair of  socks.

I can see myself  inside the floating
 oil circles,
Like I’m in my own world;
 fifty-two of  them
and all of  the sudden,
Two arms around my neck.
My sister.
She loves me, and
I know.

I put the wand back into
 its container that
 sits at my feet,
And I’m ashamed of  those socks.
I hope she doesn’t notice – 
 all those holes,
 all those stains,
They are my memory of  her,
and they Are wearing thin.
I love her, too.

She doesn’t know.
She doesn’t know I’ve worn
 these socks since they
 were given to me.
She doesn’t know
That when daddy would threaten me,
 I’d run in these socks.
She doesn’t know she’s
my best friend.

But I hope she knows,
 I hope she knows,
 I hope she knows,
I want her to come home.

Megan Johnson
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BARTON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
El Dorado, AR

 Faculty Contacts: Jeannie Strother 
Visiting Writers: Chris Wong and Travvis Largent

A Journey's End

Sleepy and hot
I walk past him
Bucket and dog at his side
In the sun
Sunkissed and red
He sleeps peacefully
Using the hill as his bed
His pet as his guardian
Dirty feet tell where he has been

Megan Clay
Blue Vased Flowers

The blue glass vased flowers
Overgrow the vase
White and yellow flimsy flowers
Sleep on the gray cold tile
The bright violet flowers
Small as a bumblebee
Shine in the light
The blue glass vase
Like a gorgeous, colorful forest

Jewel Murphy
Untitled

Djibouti, a place and capital where fog floats,
where men run around in magenta-colored 
clothing.
They waddle through the grass hunting,
hunting for animals for their families to
feast on and fill a quarter of  their vacant 
stomachs.
Djibouti, where it looks and smells like raw 
nature.

Ethan Hammond
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The Art

Seeping over hills and into creases
Opening and lighting whatever it touches
My face becomes a canvas for a skilled hand

Amanda York
Salad

I crave salad all day long
Its lettuce is like an enormous
wave crashing down on an island,
the bowl.

The extravagant cheese looks
like sharks swimming around 
in the water,
ranch dressing.

The carrots are like buoys 
floating adrift in the ocean,
waiting for someone to reach them.

Melody Land

A Random Poem

This is a poem
A whimsical set of  words
This poem contains
dying hair follicles
that box each other,
sandy ice cream
and goopy shoe sweat
playing ping pong,
evil ninjas with mustaches
incinerating majestic colored paper,
magic leoplurodous and tyrannosaurs
leading crazy unicorns
to Dallas,
a squirrel with a smirk
prancing on Broadway
This is the random world

Kendall Whitehead
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Ramen Noodles

O Ramen Noodles, I love your wormy strings of  goodness
Your steaming juice that warms the body
No matter what flavor comes into my mouth
my taste buds jump like a kangaroo
Every time I eat you a different form of  goodness
comes into my mouth
Ramen Noodles, do not  leave     me

Gregory Crew

Untitled

The sidewalk once white gone to tan 
underneath the dusty, dirty shoes that trudge
upon it.  The sky-blue vase filled with all kinds
of  flowers: Snow-white daisies, little canary yellow
ones, little ocean blue ones, mixed in with light
green foliage.  Filled to the top:
Too full, it’s overflowing!

Mary Catherine Darden

My Love

My Love is beautiful like
  a tulip
It smells like lavender soap
 on a summer morning
It tastes like some melting
 chocolate on a sweet
 juicy red strawberry
My Love has long black
 reddish hair like me.
My Love is as huge as a history book.

Jasmine Ferguson

The Czech Republic

The Czech Republic, how I love the Czech Republic.
People with chalky faces
Throwing nasty smiles at one another.
With all of  your disgusted
tourists that can’t see your
duck-billed platypuses because you
incinerated all of  them, and tourists
that can’t eat your amazing aliens from
Neptune.  Boy, do I love you, Czech Republic.

Will Harter
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BRAGG ELEMENTARY
West Memphis, AR

Faculty Contact: Janine Earney 
Visiting Writers: Jacob Shores-Argüello and Chloë Honum

Box Factory

My Dad works
there, at night 
he writes words
on them and
writes words on
them and makes
then stand and
makes them stand.  

Kayla McKee

My Dad the Plumber 

Where my Dad works 
there is a smell. 
Not a strong smell, 
but something small. 
There’s the smell 
of  wood-shavings 
on the ground if  it rains. 
When you first get there 
in the morning, 
you can’t hear much. 
All you can hear 
are the birds 
and a bit of  traffic 
from a distance. 
In the afternoon, 
you can hear the poundings 
of  hammers 
and saws cutting 
the wood. At night, 
there is no noise. 
No hammers banging
or saws cutting. 
There might be 
a chirp or two, 
but besides that
all that is out
are the stars 
and the moon. 

Joseph Warren

I Have Eaten Handfuls of  Fire

I have eaten handfuls of  fire. 
I have been in a house that exploded. 
I have jumped off  a bridge because someone 
told me to. 
I have caught a rocket. 
I have had my eyes punched out.

Blake Collins
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Grapes

Millions of  pitless eyes
just like a spider
staring back at me
with faceless expressions,
sitting still on their perch, 
those kings and queens, 
a brilliant grass, blood, or plum
are the only colors. 
Some have rocks inside
hidden from view. 

Candace Quarrels

Green Grapes

Like little light green bounce-
balls. You feel the gush 
when you bite into it, 
it’s like bursting a balloon
full of  water, and when 
it pops it runs down
a rose valley. 
Lots on a green bubbles 
on a little brown string

When you touch it
it’s smooth all the way around. 
It’s a mini-world 
without the blue. 
Baby green pearls
on a brown rough lace. 

Destin Dunlap 

An Interesting Job 

In Wal-Mart,
in the toy aisle, my mother
listens to music 
as she works. 
She helps people find
what they need. 
She feels everything 
mostly in the dark. 

She uses a ladder, 
to get in the air. 
She is not scared of  heights. 
She goes to each aisle
every night. 
She is not scared of  the dark.
Mostly, she is alone
but not this time. 

Shelby Rainwater
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Peaches

My fruit is miniature, 
it’s very very juicy, 
it sounds like a Rottweiler 
biting a man in his butt 
when it hits the ground. 
It feels like a puppy dog
that just got shaves 
and still has small hairs
on his body. It’s color 
is a salmon in a can. 

Dustin Jackson

Cherries

This icky fruit 
looks like a giant drop of  blood. 
It tastes like cockroaches, 
and the stem gets caught 
in my throat. 
If  this fruit could talk, 
it would sound 
like a terrible voice. 

Austin Turner

Nexair Rental and Sales

Selling welders, 
phones ringing off  the wall, 
faxes coming through every 3 minutes, 
5 to 5 shift, 
leaves you tired when you get home, 
leaves you tired when you get home,
leaves you tired when you get home. 

Carson Coker

Taylor Smith
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BUFFALO ISLAND EAST ELEMENTARY
Leachville, AR 

Visiting Writers: Jacob Shores-Argüello and Chloë Honum
Faculty Contact: Dr. Kima Stewart

Truck Driver  

You drive trucks all around, 
old Father of  mine, 
because you are a truck driver, 
how tiring that must be. 
As you are driving, 
on that pavemented road
in the summer, 
you feel like freshly cooked food. 

Brianna Brock 

Life as a White Tail Deer 

I was in fifth grade last year. 
I can always see a human sitting in a tree. 
I taste the suspicious corn that hunters put out. 
I smell the acorn scent that the humans put on. 
I hear the rustling of  arrows being pulled out of  a quiver. 
I see the blinds and tree stands that people set up. 
I will never hunt deer again.

Jacob Sanders 

Banana Moon  

The yellow, crescent moon
shines in the day light, 
and this moon you may eat, 
like a peach
and it smells as smooth as a hardware floor, 
the yellow moon smells like a rainy day, 
but has no sound I say.  

Gunnar James 
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The Hospital 

My cousin, Amanda,
works there. My
Mom has been there
many times. In that 
place there is a woman 
in room 6 who watches
the outside world, who
can do nothing but
dream, for her body
is weak, but her will 
to live is strong. 

Stephanie Hill 

Roses

bloom in layers,
so soft to touch, red and
bright like a fire truck, 
round and round like a maze. 
A great part of  love
on Valentine’s day. 

Brianna Bearden 

Ivy Shop 

My dad works here at the Ivy Shop. 
They are driving him up the wall with 
madness. 
They also help red wood trees grow. 
They once helped grow crab-grass. 
He used to love the Ivy Shop, until 
the banging came, the bitterness
in the smoke, and the smell 
of  the fire ashes. 
You can touch the ivy, see the dots 
around. 
That is the ivy shop
where my dad keeps working. 

Tylar Jones 
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BUFFALO ISLAND WEST ELEMENTARY
Monette, AR

Faculty Contact: Dr. Kima Stewart 
Visiting Writers: Ash Bowen and Jacob Shores-Argüello

I Ate a Piece of  Fire 

I ate a piece of  fire. It looked like the glowing mane 
of  an auburn stallion. As it went in to my mouth 
I felt as if  I were a planet and the fire was a falling meteor 
blazing toward me. 

I ate a piece of  fire. It sounded like girl scouts 
around a campfire roasting marshmallows and singing 
campfire songs. The fire crackles with the flames 
bursting into the smoky sky. 

I ate a piece of  fire. It tasted like a sunburn 
after a day in Florida on the beach. Not even water 
can stop the pain. It also tasted like an oven firing 
pottery at 250 degrees Fahrenheit, flaming 
over my head. 

I ate a piece of  fire. It felt like the intensity 
of  the stars blazing down on the Earth. A blinding 
sight to the eyes. Like a mob racing down the street, 
pitchforks and knives chasing me down a road. When I get 
to the end, I see a sign that reads Dead End. 

I ate a piece of  fire. It smelled like automobile gas 
mixed with vegetable stew, like a huge cobra 
pounding on a defenseless bunny. 

Kaylee Greathonse 

What I Saw When I Opened My Eyes: A Haiku 

Three purple bunnies 
playing jump rope in the grass 
singing a fast song. 

Connor Berry 
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The Other Side of  Anger 

A-a single mountain in the Ozarks 
N-a strike of  lightning in the black storm 
G-the baby crib in the living room 
E-a comb in the drawer 
R-a piece of  cake with a spoonful of  icing on top 

Rachel Goldammer 

But 

I have a stuffed hate that I used to sleep with 
but it lost its tail. 
I have a toy box full of  hate 
but they have lost their heads. 
I have a set of  loves that go into a flashlight 
but they don't work anymore. 
I have a hate I used to play with 
but it has ripped seams. 
I have a pair of  loves that I used to wear 
but the lenses fell out. 
I have a box of  hate that I used to color with 
but I pressed down hard 
and they broke. 

Madison Greathouse 

The Cow 

A black and white cow 
mooing at another white cow 
stamping its feet hard. 

Katelyn Sparkman 

Love 

a cliff  that comes to a sudden 
stop, spaghetti rounded with 
sauce, a pencil poing 
sharp and harmful, three 
hills two tall and one 
stands alone 

Ashlyn Pace 
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DUMAS HIGH SCHOOL
Dumas, AR

Faculty Contact: Robert Greenup 
Visiting Writers: Ash Bowen and Sara Hodge

The Tornado

My grandfather searches through the rubble of  his 
demolished restaurant. 
He sees broken pictures and valuables destroyed.
He hears the crying of  surrounding business own-
ers.
He tastes the coffee he is calmly drinking.
He touches a wet menu perhaps for the last time.
He smells the scent of  different foods already 
beginning to rot.
He feels like a stray dog with no where to go and 
lucky to be alive.
He thinks about what he will do next. 

Matthew Moreland

Crossing Arkansas by Dream

Close your eyes and that’s your ticket. 
No smoke. No engines. No crying babies, 
just you and the natural state. 
No waiting in line, instead,
only lines of  beautiful trees. 
No stinky cloth seats,
just patches of  rice and cotton. 
No loud announcer on intercoms,
just the sweet song that birds sing. 

Michanndric Harris

How to Fly

You have to get a cape,
then eat a bird. 
Next, you think of  Peter Pan.
You will start floating.
Finally, you can fly. 

Antonio Johnson
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Twisted Fairy Tales

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall.
Humpty Dumpty had a major fall.
So all the kings and the men
grab a big fry pan and scrambled
Humpty Dumpty
for supper that night. 

Brianna Beebe

Recipe for Disaster

Take one town.
Thousands of  people.
Three stores.
One neighborhood 
And add a tornado. 
You have a disaster. 

Antonio Johnson

Grandpa

My grandpa in the tall corn,
watching other tractors drive by,
listening to the roar of  the engine,
smells like dust,
the air is bitter,
the tractor ride is bumpy.

Stephen Pickens

Bigfoot Raids a Grocery Store in 
Arkansas

Boom! Boom! Boom!
is all the town hears. 
A big ugly creature
is bouncing everywhere,
crumbling through the snack aisles
looking for some sweets.
Everyone is running trying not to 
stare. 

Thelma Williams



FORREST CITY JUNIOR HIGH
Forrest City, AR

 Faculty Contacts: Marna Gardner
Visiting Writers: Kelly Tate and Matthew Goldberg
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Naturally Naw’lins

Red carcasses
but how do I 
pray for the dead?
Crawdads

Here we are all
hot in the mouth
chomping and
chewing on the 
tail meat of  the
Crawdads

Peeling and Pulling
Sucking heads
Cracking red exoskeletons
Crawdads

Now we’re full
Eaten 50 pounds
All 6 of  us
Full of  those
crawdads

Brittany Benjamin

The Experience In My Dream

Keys going up and down like a giraffe’s neck
Speakers hopping like a rabbit
Bass drum howling everywhere
Snare drum moving at a cheetah’s pace
Pianos and bells ring as the birds sing
Guitar chords high and low
Being creative is what I do
Creating a plan like the wise owl
Hungry for the best sound like a snake
is for rats
4/4 time easy to catch
My life as a beat maker

Brittany Williams

Delta Rain

It has been raining since god only knows when
My home is in the delta of  the Great USA
I love the flatness, but I hate all the rain
Our road signs say, “please come again”
Corn sprouting up, rice all white as snow
While I wear my rain coat, painted yellow
I’m sopped to the bone, shivering all over
I sure hope mom’s home, my keys in the house

James Pendergrass
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Almost There

There is 1.00 on the clock for the game.
It depends on going to the Championship or not
We get the ball on the 40 yard line.  It’s my time
to run the ball.  While thinking in my mind.  Hold on
to the ball so it doesn’t slip out like oil.  The
ball is snapped, it’s handed off  to me to the
left side of  the field.  My heart beats quickly
as everybody gets physical shoulder pads rumble towards
each other.  I’m on the 20 yard line I still have
a chance, right at that moment I dive and I can’t
feel my body.

Karrie Barden

Disappearance

Getting off  the noisy yellow bus,
I stroll down the smooth black street pavement.
As I turn onto my street of  laughter and brightness,
To my surprise everything is gone.
The Day turns into night as if  somewhere separating Darkness and Light with
a clear shield.
This new place that I have found myself  wandering is filled with
Lifeless trees as if  Halloween doesn’t want to leave.
Monstrous rocks fly all over this jungle of  mystery.
I am alone and my colorful outfit has now turned black and lifeless as well.
It feels like a funeral but no one has died.
Darkened shadows surround me.
Unnoticed, I have stopped and I am sinking into a black hole that seems bot-
tomless.
Falling through I feel memories that aren’t mine,
I feel as if  I am a messenger between the lost and the free.
Darkness will never leave this place but because I’m here, memories will.

Leslie Parker 
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Hysterically Mine

My walls are oranges
My bedspread is of  grapes
My dresser is a Granny Smith
My closet is full material
The windows fog like cream
My door is a mouth that
flaps all day
The TV sits like Grandma
in a rocker
The computer runs all day
My dog sleeps when the
sun falls.  He likes my bed
that is.
My brother drives his
bus on my way
Take a breather in my room
Smell the world.

Stephanee Holloway

Being There

Looking cold and old
with a sweet creamy face
coming from dialysis
buttoning up his cardigan
Bringing me sweets
Kissing me and giving better luck
than a four-leaf  clover
Willing to give,
and hardly ever receive
Being a grandpa so special
With no lack of  feelings for me
Knowing me well, feeling no shame,
Being there.

Keema Foy
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Lonely Mathematician 

Numbers were his kids
and they stayed with him always
but they were not real

Mason Belk

Rural and Hidden

pastures glazed with the kiss of  morning dew
followed by the pursuit of  the fresh rising sun
Alas! The smells of  charcoal and mesquite flow
amongst family BBQ preparations.
murky water blankets driveways and yards from
previous weather hardships
rumbling sounds of  an angry arc follow the four-
wheelers for daily discrepancy
serenity of  rustling pine limbs and fresh smell
of  cedar respawning from winters sleep
the sights of  pastures and rolling meadows
dancing the direction of  winds path

Jon Sneed

GENOA HIGH SCHOOL
Genoa, AR

Faculty Contact: Brandy Burrow 
Visiting Writers: Josh Landers and Jen Siraganian

Grandpa

Grandpa the smell of  
pipe smoke, whispering kind words
he is always there

Kyle Roberson
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The Green Four Wheeler

when I see that green four-wheeler
memories are brought to my head
a broken jaw here, a collapsed lung there
a visit to Arkansas children’s hospital
its steel frame wrapped in rust
its torn seat ripping further day by day
nothing will change that green four-wheeler

Blake McKoy

G-Town

Gym of  chicken wire.
Made one hundred years ago.
The sky is falling.

Daniel Reese

Watchful Eyes

all around you
no one’s there
standing alone
in the moonlight
your watchful eyes
pace back and forth
waiting for someone
to break in
crickets rattling like a tool box
non stop
bats flap like waves from the ocean
midnight, moonlight
dead all around
brings fireworks through me

Katy Monholloand

In Between Your Toes

damp
soggy
ruby red laces
in between your toes
gasoline
lightning bolts zapping
in between your toes
steam rises
dripping
mist 
in between your toes
fleas
in between your toes

Michelle Lawver
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HAMBURG JUNIOR HIGH
Hamburg, AR

Faculty Contact: Terri Riley
Visiting Writers: Jennifer Siraganian and Allison Hogge

What if  Spiders were Lakes

If  spiders were lakes 
I would probably be the only one to swim
When you see a wave it would only be
the spider moving its legs
When your feet got stuck it wouldn’t
be in mud but in web
When you looked down you wouldn’t see
yourself  but millions of  tiny eyes looking back
You wouldn’t have to be buoyant to float 
the spiders would hold you up
Instead of  the soothing soft feel of  the water
it would be a scratch feeling of  spider legs
rubbing against your skin
Instead of  a water fight it would be a spider
fight and you’d have to worry about them
getting caught in your hair
If  spiders were lakes to many it would be
a nightmare but to me it would be a blessing

Sam Murphy

Life as a Book

I finally got to the library.
My cover is brand new.
This little girl came in
today and checked me out.
As soon as she picked me up
she threw open my cover.
I didn’t know that a little
girl could be so rough with
me. She just threw me
back on the shelf  and
boy did it hurt.
My cover has a dent
now. The librarian came
by and picked me up. she
put me under a laser
and it felt like she burnt
my cover right off.
She handed me to this
man and he took me
and threw me in his
floorboard it didn’t
hurt so much but
now I am wet.
This place smells 
like a dog lived here
for three weeks.
I hear this child 
in the back. Then
this hand reaches 
down and hands
me to the child.
Boy I wish she hadn’t
done that, now I am
missing three pages and
I have no cover. Right
about now I wish
I was someone’s running shoe.

Mysti Cheyenne Prince
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Corn Cobs don’t Make Good Dates

I went on a date with a corn cob.
It was the worst day of  my life.
We went to the movies and she had a fit
when she saw her kin in the popper.
We went to the rodeo and she did fret
when a bull licked his lips at her.
So we went to the football game where she 
screamed
because a great big man named Herbie Corn 
Husker
tried to abduct her.
I took her back home to the chicken feed plant
and bid her goodbye forever.

Augustus West

How to Enjoy Chicken

I believe I can fry
Grab a skillet, testify
I believe it every night and day
Grab a breath and tear away
I believe it’s so good
You can smell it all through the hood
You can smell it every night and day
Someone is always frying away

I believe it all gone
So we walk over to the phone
we called up Popeye’s
order some chicken wings,
cook up some black eye beans
Now we’re all full
We all go play some pool

Charles Paskel

Lightning and Snakes Alike

Lightning is like a snake.
It’s ugly and scary.
It slithers through the sky like
a snake slithers on the ground.
It strikes and bites.
When it strikes it burns
like fire in my hand
and bites of  venom
hurts and burns inside and
it’s fast and slick and
pounds and hisses and
is gone in a flash.

Greg Kelley

The Baby

This baby was like no other. It had hair that grew solid gold. It grew more rapid than any great 
river could flow. At first I was tempted to grab the small, innocent baby and run, run to a place 
where no one would take my one and only chance of  getting rich.

Chase Higginbotham
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HAMPTON PUBLIC SCHOOL
Hampton, AR

Faculty Contact: Vicky McDougald
Visiting Writers: Keely Kotnik and Allison Hogge

Lightning is Like a Crow

Lightning just waits to strike
closer and closer it comes
then out of  nowhere it strikes
a powerful line of  light
runs down from the sky.

Eric Hoover

Moving Wind

The quiet moving wind
is like snake weaving on
the big tall grass trying to
find a prey. Slowly and
slowly hissing through the
big tall grass.

Pamela Morales

My Mother and Laundry

Every Sunday night my
mother folds and puts away laundry.
Clu-plung goes the laundry in the
washer that my mother puts in.
The clothes that go in the
dryer sound like a rushing gush
of  water. The smell of  the hot
clothes coming out of  the dryer
gives me a sense of  being
home. The pow pow of  the
clothes being pushed and rubbed up
against each other as they are
being folded makes a beautiful 
noise for me to fall asleep.
The bang of  the dressers being
pushed and opened for the clothes
make a bad noise to be woken
up with.

Kristen Carpenter 
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A Turkey Hunter’s Life

A turkey is like the wind as
he glides through the sky.
 When a turkey gets off  roost
while he’s fling out of  the tree it
sounds like a mild tornado.
 Where a turkey gobbles you 
can count
on the wind ain’t blowing hard, coyotes
ain’t howling in the turkey’s area.
 A turkey will either come in as 
fast as a hurricane or slow as a
slight breeze.

Corey Bryant

My Very First Backhandspring

At Great Expectations gymnastics one cold Saturday
morning, I finally did a backhandspring. I must have
did ten thousand backhandsprings that day because I
was so excited. Doing a backhandspring felt so incredible!
It was just amazing. Now, I wish that moment wouldn’t
have ever ended! Even though I was sweating from head
to toe it felt so good. Then I heard my mom yelling 
and I was embarrassed: even though I did my first
backhandspring she didn’t have to yell at me. I 
remember looking around to memorize everything there
so I could remember where I did my first
backhandspring. I even remember rubbing my 
toes through the blue carpet to get over my
fear. I’ll never, ever forget that day!

Heather Gorman
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Bending the Rules

When I bend the rules 
I use all of  my strength
Bending the rules is hard
but not getting caught
by a pig in a police suit
and being sent
home from school when I am
through bending the rules
the rules look and smell like
roses and taste like cherries on
pizza pie.

Bradley Earnest

Monday Morning

It is 3:15 Monday morning
when I hear my mother
coming out of  her plain
white door. I jump out
of  my bed to meet her
in her room. As I sit on
her bed waiting for her
to come back I see the
dark, foggy night. I hear
my dogs barking over and over
again. When my mother
comes back I automatically
smell the body wash.

Angelica Robles

The Best Feeling Ever

It was a cold day
and a very shocking day
when I heard I was
getting a 4-wheeler
I couldn’t wait to
see that beautiful
looking mud slinger when
my dad shows up or
touch those big rubber
tires or even touch the steering wheel
and drive away
I was so ready to hear
that crank of  the motor
to hear those gears shift

Hutton Pettit
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HOLLY GROVE ELEMENTARY
Holly Grove, AR

Faculty Contact: Ruby Ellis, Principal
Visiting Writers: Chloë Honum and Jacob Shores-Argüello

Flood

It looks like a dozen apples on one 
stream. 
It sounds like a blue jay making her 
nest. 
It smells like a west dog’s cage. 
It tastes like eggs frying in a pan. 
It feels like a cold bird’s feathers. 

Tynichea Hardimon

I Used To Be  

I used to be a box, 
but now I am a bull. 
I used to be an acorn
but now I am an apple tree. 
I used to be a Doctor,
but now I am a lobster. 
I used to be a book,
but now I am a page. 
I used to be a pit-bull,
but now I am a mug. 
I used to be a hummer, 
but now I am a nail. 
I used to be a wolf, 
but now I am a rabbit.

Dalvin Thomas

White

A house is ice-white. 
A shirt is ice-white. 
A suit is ice-white. 
Ice-white it the color that is real light. 
Ice-white reminds me of  a board.  
Ice-white makes me feel happy. 
Ice white smells like paint. 

Trayvon Chambers
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Baby Fish 

I see the ocean. 
I hear a shark. 
I smell food that is a rock. 
I taste the golding of  the rock. 
I touch the water. 
It feels like wishes.  

TaKyra Dority

Graduation Is 

Stars shining in the sky at night;
climbing a mountain;
a tiger sleeping in the forest;
going out alone 
in the middle of  the night; 
a predator hunting
and running after a prey. 

Shanice Williams 
Twister

I see everything flying. 
I hear hot fighting cold. 
I smell a cow. It flies in me. 
A stick went through him. 
I taste blood. I touch the blood. 
It feels like it is drying. 

Clinton Smith Jr.

Baby Snake 

I see my dad, mother, brother. 
I hear feet step all the time. 
I smell blood. 
I taste blood. 
I touch grass. 
It feels like water. 

Kylen Darey



JUNCTION CITY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Junction City, AR 

Faculty Contact: Margaret McGaha  
Visiting Writers: Robert B. Travis and Travvis Largent 
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A Monster’s Home

He lives in an old tree. He can bare-
ly fit in.
The tree is rotten and breaks more
and more every time
he tries to go in.

Kaden Cole

Junction City

The day is a game you have 
to play
it right to get out.

It is a small town without 
the dragons
to bring people in.

At night the moon is a sil-
ver pearl.
The sun is a basketball.

Jessica Langley

Monster

My feeling is very small.
So small, in fact, that he is no longer to be seen.
At one time he was big and round 
as the yellow sun and the grey moon.

In time, every year, he became a meter smaller.
One year he was as small as a paper clip.
Finally, the day came. He was no longer to be 
seen.
He can still hear, speak, taste, smell and touch.

He tells me some day he will grow back
as big as the blue and green earth.

Mary-Ann Franklin
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Untitled

If  I am a shoe,
and you are a sock,
where are our matches?

Because without or matches
we are of  no use
to the people who need us.

If  I find my matching shoe
I will help you find your matching sock,
because as we both know:

When a match is made it’s like
two halves of  a hole.

Anna Wilson

To a Place

The sugar cane, the small yet big,
The magnolias, the twists and curves,
The bridge, 
The school,
The sound of  shouts and sight of  uniforms,
The food.
The Cajun taste, the spell of  crawfish.
My home is sturdy as a lake or tree.

Samantha Norris. 

Untitled

The TV has wires as long as a snake.
The sound echoes through the room
as smooth as marble.

Michael Smith
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The Monster in My Closet

There’s an adventure in my closet. 
I can see him.
I don’t want to be weird,
but I don’t want to taste him.
He’s as ugly as a snake
and as pokey as an alligator.
You can just barely hear him.
He’s as quiet as a mouse.
Beware of  this adventure.
He’s like an upside down rainbow,
but it’s an ugly, stormy rainbow.

Morgan M.

Untitled

My goofiness’ name is Susie Q.
The name fits her well because
she speaks with Qs.

She is pink with purple 
and lime green polka dots.
She loves to sing and dance.

She smells like daffodils in summer.
She has a favorite teddy bear
named Lara Ling.

Susie Q is my best friend.
We do everything together.

Brinkley Aycock

The Walls

The walls so white, covered with useless decora-
tions,
cause their own beauty. The wall, a piercing white,
as wild as a tiger.

Taylor Grafton
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KILPATRICK MATH, SCIENCE, AND WELLNESS 
MAGNET SCHOOL

Texarkana, AR
Faculty Contact: Marilyn McGilberry

Visiting Writers: Ash Bowen and Sara Hodge

Junk Drawer

I throw ant eaters away or sell them.
I use loneliness to move or to carry stuff  with.
I use a stapler in the dark.
I hate something or don’t use it.
I don’t use a roadmap because we have a whole 
lot.
I read frenzy for fun.
I save waffle irons for fights.

Kierra Gray Hands

They are like hairy little monsters, they smell
like a dead frog but some 
smell like perfume.  Some are chocolate,
some are vanilla.  Some might
even be like claws but sometimes
they just have a rash.  Some hands might
like to give treats but some hands
react.  Hands are bad but they are not
good.

Brayden T. Ward

You Know for Sure You’re in Texarkana

I smell Big Jake’s ribs, smell
homemade ice cream and cake
and peach cobbler, see
the post office, hear
horns, feel wind blowing
through your hair, taste
candy from Wal-Mart.

Demontra Brown
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This All in My Brain

Under my skin:  hogs, dogs,
cats, my heart, play
station 3, shoes, watches, 
proudness, an X-box 360,
McGilberry in my head—math,
science, reading, English, 
basketball, a goal.  I hear
my grandma’s voice.  I hear
my mom hollering at us
when me and my brother 
fight.  She argues, “Don’t
talk back to your mama.
You going to get in trouble.”

Dameon Gayton 

Summer Fragment

Sunny bright day.  Night wind—
light.  Swimming.  Kite diving
north, diving south, diving
east, diving west, diving
left, diving right.  Sunlight.
Wind.  Bright.  Sunny day.  

LaCorey Brumson

How to Become Invisible

First, you go hunting.  Next,
you eat a deer.  Then you
jump out of  a plane.  Last, 
you ride a tractor.  
That is how you become invisible.

Hadden Taylor

Inside a Star

My star looks like the goodest flying 
star.  
My star sounds like a flying star
flying across the deep, blue sea.

My star feels like a soft pillow.

My star smells like perfume.

My star tastes like a chewy
granola bar.

Travalious Clark
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LESLIE SCHOOL
Leslie, AR

Faculty Contact: Terry Milat 
Visiting Writers: Jacob Shores-Argüello and Elizabeth Quinn II

The Two Faces

What I found under my skin, 
I found a world of  strange creatures
I cannot describe. There were so many
of  them, each different. I looked into my 
brain and found a library with two small circular
windows. There was blood pulsing slowly, 
each pulse strong and powerful. There was a man 
I’ve never seen sitting there thinking. What about? 
I don’t know…
The tiny creatures were sitting on my imagination,
wishing they were out, 
but they knew that if  they got out the would fall.
Fall to oblivion like leaves from a tree. 

Andrew Gillispie

Joy

Joy smells like a huge pepperoni pizza
fresh from the oven.
Joy feels like big feathery quail.
Joy sounds like the soft rain in the middle
of  the spring.
Joy eats shining stars and drinks out of  the milky way.
joy looks like a girl named Quinn
with very long butterscotch hair.

Brittney Girod
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Fall Leaf

The leaf  of  the tree was as red
as the intternal flame of  a never ending candle. 
Its touch felt like the veins running 
up and down someone’s arms. 
The look was of  a bloody heart still pumping.

The leaf  made me think of  a meteor.
The smell of  the leaf  smelled like summer
dirt of  the farms back home. 
The leaf  was as red as the eyes of  a monster, 
out in the forest, waiting to pounce. 

The leaf  reminded me of  an ember, of  a dying fire.
The leaf  was like a rose, and like the blood 
drizzling down your hand as you touch its thorns. 
My leaf  is like a bundle of  apples
that comes from the gar- den.

It is not like a fluffy white bear.
It is not like a feather of  a dove.
It is not like the trickling of  water. 
My leaf  is not like snow in the winter
that blankets the ground.

My leaf  does not remind me 
of  the pumpkin pies 
and warm soups 
that I eat 
when it is cold out.
 

Jordan Hall

The Spark

love is like two kissing fish
love looks like a red hot air balloon
love feels like rumbling stones
love smells like a garden’s blossom
love sounds like the hissing of  propane

Matthew Bennett
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Autumn

It is crisp like a piece of  old paper.
It looks like a spider web of  wood
with leather falling.
Red as blood.
It has a stem that looks like a red cherry.
Beautiful as a meteor coming out of  the 
sun.
Wrinkles like wet paper, 
yet perfectly dry.
The sound it makes, 
like paper crunching.
A deep red, a wonder that has no equal.
Red as the blood
of  a berry.
Not like a green pillow,
it is not soft.
Not a rabbits tail.
It is not white and fluffy.
It is not like a slide.
It is a garden at the bottom
of  a dead sea. 

Andrew Gillispie

Not My Rose

My leaf  is not like my rose.
It has no thorns
and no sweet fragrance.
My leaf  is not like my bow,
pink and sparkly.
My leaf  is not like my beautiful pearls.
They aren’t round
and white.
Neither do the sparkle
in the sunlight. 

Kyla Bishop
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L.R. JACKSON ELEMENTARY
West Memphis, AR

Faculty Contacts: Janine Earney
Visiting Writers: Chris Murphy and Robert B. Travis

Untitled

Once upon a time
My dull dirty bug
He looks like a muddy, furry rabbit
He is bigger than a lighthouse
He smells like a dead bug
He feels like a wet pie
He tastes like pizza

Brandon Rivers
Untitled

Hi! My name is lawnmower
I like to mow grass
I am the front part of  the lawnmower
You could probably see me when you pull the 
string
I’m the loud noise that you hear.
When I mow the grass
the grass goes all in my mouth
It tastes like dust
When I hit an object my
mouth gets cut
Then the person who owns me
will try to fix me
He hits me in my face several times
Ouch! Ouch!

Brionna Clark

Untitled

Once upon a time
I had a brother. 
He was crazy.
He loved gold cars.
My mom tried to brush
his hair.

Bobo Demarcus
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Batista

I am Batista
I haven’t lost a match
except when I faced the Undertaker.
I have a nickname, 
it’s The Animal.
I used to be world champion.
I am 6’5”.
I got lots of  muscles.
Nobody can beat me.
 I am going to get my title back.

Donarious Hurd

Untitled

I know I am home by the faces I see everyday
like a big African mask they wear for Halloween.
Their eyes are bigger than a big black planet.
I know I am home by the big blue house next 
to mine
that looks like the body of  a tiger.
I know I am home by the way I run.
That’s the way I know I’m home.

Andre Coleman

Jillian Key, Buffalo Island West Elementary
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MARION INTERMEDIATE
Marion, AR

 Faculty Contact: Bee Mcollum
Visiting Writers: Caroline Hruska and Catherine Roth

The Hungry of  Craziness

Craziness sounds like being in a 
bag full of  spider monkeys

The touch of  craziness is like  
skinning your hand on a light bulb

The taste of  craziness is like 
drinking four bottles of  hot sauce
with spicy tacos

Craziness smells elephant poop

Craziness looks like a bunch of  
frustrated baboons

Ledarius Phelix

I am Rain

I can hit people on the head

I can made their day boring

I get to bungee jump off  a cloud

I can grow into a huge puddle of  water

I never die

I make more water

I can never take a bath, 
brush my teeth, or clean my room

No housework needs to be done

I don’t have to go to school
to learn how to become more 
powerful rain

I can get people wet

Daija Cunningham
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Guilt

Guilt feels like something you need to let 
out.  It tastes very bad.  It will ring in your
ears when it’s ready to finally come out.
When you smell it you will have nose 
problems for 5 years.
Looking at guilt is like looking at a car
run into a 18 wheeler on a rainy night.
Always try to let guilt be free.

Alycia Parker

How I Feel

Curiosity feels like a bird pecking 
on your head.  It looks like a black dog.  
Curiosity tastes like hot lava.  Curiosity sounds like water
running in the sink.  Curiosity smells 
like a fresh baked cookie.

Brando Taylor

6 Ways of  Looking at a shoe

1 Just put it on and your off  to go
2 It’s a monster waiting to eat your feet
3 Orange, purple, black, SMACK in the middle of  your toe
4 As soon as you put your foot in it gets rusty
5 When it eats dirt it hits you in the face
6 When it gets too little and in the dumpster 
   it gets a knife stuck in itself  it’ll learn its 
   lesson

Daquishuna Shepherd
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What I Want . . .

Today, more than anything I 
want the skies to rain candy.
Sweet chocolate candy to rain from
the sky and into little children’s
mouths.  Hershey’s bars and 
Snickers, free candy for all.  We
Can get as plump as we want 
to be, stuffing our faces with
yummy candy.  Every day it 
rains water for the plants, the
next day it rain candy for all
us children.  Sweet chocolate
from the skies.

Madison T.

The Snake

1. Snakes slither
    on the
    ground
2  snakes 
    jump from
    a tree
3  snakes 
    give the 
    world silver color
4  white snakes
    glide through
    the sky
5  snakes
    spring from
    a hole
6  snakes of
    blood live
    inside of  you
7  never 
    forget 
    what a 
    snake can
    do for you

Jonathan Duncan

Chair

I feel as stiff  as a brick that you can’t break.
I think like an ant that’s dead and can’t move.
I am a chair and my secret is I am so dumb.
I am a chair and I want a cushion on my seat.

Tyler Baker
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Dreams are Different

Dreams feel like a strong imaginary breeze.
Dreams look like a fog that will never end.
Dreams sound like nothing but a soft rattle.
Dreams smell like a burnt unreal gas.
Dreams taste like a thick moist disease in 
your
mouth.

James Clifton Atwood Junior

Untitled

I’m a math book.  I have too many 
problems.  Do you know what it 
is like to have problems like nine
thousand times nine thousand and 
have to try to figure it out?
It’s irritating!  Sometimes people even open
me up and I get very cold.
One time you won’t believe what 
somebody did to me, they tore
my beautiful front cover and now
I am all scratched up.

Brieanna Nash

Melissa Nelson, Melbourne Elementary
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MARION JUNIOR HIGH
Marion, AR

Faculty Contact: Elizabeth Burroughs
Visiting Writers: Sara Hodge and Johnathon Williams 

My Brother, My Hero

My brother falls in the dirt on the battlefield.
He feels the pain in his leg from the bullet.
He smells the blood that runs down his leg.
He hears the sound of  the guns going off  
around him.
He tastes the tears that run to his lips.
He sees the man help him up,
And he runs like a cheetah to hide.
Before he goes back out he thinks
About me, my sister, my mom, my dad,
And his girlfriend back home.

Michelle Charlton

In the Garden

Nana is in the garden. 
She sees an overabundance of  ripe tomatoes.
The sound of  buzzing bees surrounds her.
The taste of  frigid lemonade quenches her thirst.
Hot mulch is harder than a hot piece of  metal.
The smell of  juicy grapefruits,
She picks them from the vine
Like pepperonis from a pizza.
She thinks about all the work
She has left.

Samantha Bergsvrd

My Embarrassment

I sweat when embarrassment points all eyes at me.
Things slow down when I’m embarrassed.
Embarrassment holds no mercy in its gnarled claws.
Everyone looks at me with no sound
As embarrassment hangs on my back.
My plot to make people laugh
Ends with a bad punch line
As embarrassment comes to visit me
Again.

Sam Belk
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Making Bacon

My grandmother is in the kitchen.
She hears the bacon pop as it heats.
She feels the burn
When boiling grease hits her hand.
She smells the pork, though,
So she forgets her hand.
She can see the bacon is almost ready.
Finally, it is finished.
She can taste the wonderful warmth
On her tongue. She smiles as wide
As the Golden Gate Bridge.
She is content.

Barrett Fortner

My Praise of  Running

Running, oh how it calms me so.
The breeze of  the air brushing across my 
body,
The rush I get to make me run faster,
The flow that keeps me going.
Without it, my mind would boggle
Like two people playing
Ping pong.
I would be confused without running
To straighten out the valleys of  my life.
When I run it makes my brain work
Twice as hard as it would if  I was walking
Or standing or even sitting.
Running is the cure to my life.

Shane Armstrong

Guess What … You’re Old

Do not talk to anyone. Buy
A cane, and walk with it. Don’t
Say anything to anybody. Practice
Walking with the cane. Watch
Old T.V. shows. Hang out
With old people, but do not
Say anything. Laugh
Out of  nowhere at someone. Sit
In a rocking chair and just stare.

Braden Williams
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How to Know for Sure You’re in Marion, AR

Here you can’t go anywhere without being stopped by a train.
They come at least thirty times a day.
In the wind you may smell the muddy Mississippi.
And on the horizon you may see the pyramid of  Memphis.
The swampy ground really reeks.
That’s how you know you’re in Marion, AR.

Jonathan Gill

How to Fly

You being at the bottom of  the old oak tree.
As you travel west to the land of  old,
You cross the ocean on the back
Of  a majestic white horse.
As the wave rider deposits you
Onto the realm of  the gods
You see Apollo, the sun God.
He turns you away and casts
You across the realm, only for you
To land at Aries’s feet. You ask him
To grant your request. He takes you
To the Phoenix, who agrees to help.
Then, there is fire, nothing else.
You realize you are the Phoenix
High above the clouds.

Johnny Riley

My Depression

Don’t touch my depression.
You’ll get your hand wet with tears.
If  you breathe in you might smell
Cheap perfume. When you look
You will see a sweet little girl.
But if  you could taste her
She would taste like rotten candy.
All you can hear is screaming,
Crying: “Leave me alone”
And “You’re the meanest person
In the world.” But I guess
All little sisters are like that.

Deven Harvison
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MARION MIDDLE SCHOOL
Marion, AR 

Faculty Contact: Julie Molloy 
Visiting Writers: Jacob Shores-Argüello, James Wright, Chris Murphy, and Robert B. Travis

Summer is Like A Spikey Hand

A thorn on each finger
 The ocean rowles.
 The birds fly.
 The flowers bloom.
 The sky brightens.
 And the sand blows.
See I just named the five thorns
on the spikey hand. 
All the things that 
I just named
Are the most wonderful things
that one spikey hand
   can hold. 

Jeremy S.

Instructions to Grow Old

First, you have a good childhood.
Second, when you are old, drink a lot of  tea.
Third, learn to play the banjo and sit and play on your porch.
Fourth, never answer the phone.
Fifth, if  you have grandchildren, don’t let them do what the want.
Sixth, rant about anything in public.

Ian Smithson

Nature

I walk in the sand that the Ocean
just washed off  of.
The sound of  a cats meow 
was like the old car’s brakes.
She came up and said,
“the rain has stopped today.”
A garden spider hides in the leaves
until a fly comes into his web.
Nature is a blonde girl
getting a new blue dress. 

Randi Eubanks
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Patience

The sight of  a herd of  deer 
   in an open field.
I walk into a big brush pile 
   where the deer were bedding.
The sound of  two deer trampling
  in the woods was like people
walking in a huge store. She came
  up and said, look at all the deer,
they look so free. Patience- 
   a hunter waiting for the big buck
to walk towards him.

Austin Benson

In Praise of  My Mom

For firstly you whistle like the wind is blowing through a small hold in a leaf.
For secondly you yawn as if  you were tired like a leaf  is falling off  a stem.
For thirdly you dream as if  the leaves dream they could never get chopped down with the trees.
For fourthly you fly like a leaf  does after it has fallen and the wind swept it off  the ground.
For fifthly you wear the other leaves on the ground as a blanket.
Finally, you scream Help! while another leaf  is falling.  

Elizabeth Otinger

Hannah

H- the boat dock at a distance
A- a dull tester lipstick used by mall shoppers
N- u turned upside down
N- a high heel on a red carpet event
A- a slipper on the foot of  a lady
H- a capital I turned on its side
     a first grader learning to write

Hanna Holt
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He Got

He got a pink purse.
Got a football hairdo.
He feels like a dog.
He’s like a horse:
he runs to the pet store
takes the dog for a walk
goes home to eat
Keeps Hands, Feet, Books, and Objects
to Self.
He hears a peace of  glass.
He got jealousy.

Melissa Hollingsworth

The River

I am scared of  the rushing river. The river is so deep-dark-blue like a stormy-night-sky. The sound of  a 
fast moving train yelling at you in the distance, like a black hole that will suck you in. It feels like spiders 
crawling down your neck, yelling for help, hiding under my bed in a closet, ready to run away. Hollow 
logs floating like big teeth ready to swallow you whole. Leaves like the river’s lifeless victims.

Shelby Steinman

We and She

We shop till we drop.
We eat while it’s hot.
We dance at the top,
but does she dollhouse
her hideous voice?

Ashley Banks

Fence

Comes between two worlds.
 No. It connects two words.
Chooses sides and
is always choosing sides.
Put there to guard
 No. To keep something in.
Linking together for his hand to be caught.
 No. Linking together like a guard to prisoners.
There is only one way in
which is the way out.

Nicole Hardy
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Untitled

She is a wonder in the swamp. She is
a romance of  desire where no one shows she feels
of  terror and symbolizes hate for green, and no wonder:
She trembles with fear as her heart races with no courage.
Courage of  an alligator’s face. 
Many facets of  adventures indeed
delight her, but no one treats her as if  she is great for her, 
or for no one. She is a wonder—not her soul—
but for structure she is aboard, with no order.

But as she seeks for desire no one is above her.
But not for envy or for anger, she is hopeless of  no soul.

Josh Nesbitt

Bristic

Maggots crawling in her hands,
an A-bomb dropped on her heart.
The crystal palace in her face:
Hungary in ruins, Turkey in gobbles,
a dog barking, “Woe to this world!”
She submerged herself  in the water 
until she began to choke, her body
crushed by the pressure. Slap
in the blood red water.
Her hands were green with a tortoise tint.
Terrifying was how she looked.
Destructive was her nature,
now she’s bristic.

Elizabeth Greene

Stars

Sunset comes. Brightness flares
Like a cremation furnace—
 No. Like a billion light bulbs.
Far away, they open and easy
to see but not to touch.
Balls of  Gas
 No. Huge candles burn so bright,
looking like candles—
 No. Lighters
Lit at night.

Devan Fowler
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Melancholy 

I’m a cream colored corvette. 
I’m a sleepy short haired golden Labrador retriever. 
I’m a golden cat with eyes of  silver. 
I’m a long black limo. 
I’m a long tasting pixi stick of  sadness. 
I’m a tree stuck in space. 
I’m a messenger to tell things. 
I’m a universe full of  melancholy. 
I’m a letter to bear the bad news
along with his death. 

Bobbi Sue Cooper 

Work in a Chicken House

My mom and dad work in a chicken house. 
My mom picks up eggs like running with the wind. 
My dad touches chickens like peeling off  bananas. 
The sound is like a wild jungle with wild animals in it. 
When my dad pushes the eggs it seems like he is fighting in war
over and over again. The ground is like mushy and tiny hay all over the place. 
The chicken smells like a crab that is already dead and turned to fossil. 

Janis Lee 

MELBOURNE ELEMENTARY
Melbourne, AR

Faculty Contacts: Lisa Pitts 
Visiting Writers: Chloë Honum and Jen Siraganian

La Peach 

The round fuzz ball of  strength 
yellow brown squishiness 
heavenly piece of  earth 
that tastes of  blue violet sky. 

Marcus Alvarado 

My Hands

Blue raises up like a bare winter tree
and lines shaped like waves
from the ocean or the sea 

Brittany Bennett 
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The Fairest Queen 

So fall maple trees ever become jealous? 
Their orange, yellow, and red leaves come and go. 
They are the high maintenance type. 
She wishes to keep her gorgeous leaves 
all year round. If  only she wouldn’t 
lose her leaves, she would be the fairest queen. 

Kelly Shell 

Plums 

It is round like a golf  ball 
only you can take off  the outer shell, 
it like taking a pillowcase off  of  a pillow, 
nothing else but that left. 
It tastes sweet with a sour taste. 
It’s like powdered sugar 
rolling down your throat. 

Kenny Pleasant

Mechanical Pincushion 

A mechanical pencil is like a pincushion 
because a mechanical pencil is like a spike 
on a porky pine and so is a pincushion, 
and if  you don’t watch out 
you might get poked. A pincushion 
is like a backstabber,
they will stab you in the back 
if  you’re not careful. 

Caitlin Stills 
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Sonic 

Sonic is a place where a lot of  girls work, 
like a baby crying, then stops, then back to crying. 
It’s like that because you make a hamburger, 
then a drink, then another hamburger, to the order
over and over to make money. 
Sometimes she says, “It’s worth it.”
I don’t, I don’t and when I get a job 
it’s not going to be at Sonic. 
But it tastes delicious, with the cheese, meat, buns, 
ketchup, lettuce, tomatoes and pickles. 
It I worked there it would be weird, 
a man in a girl’s suit, pink flowers, 
baby blue name and a red skit. 
Sonic has counters of  food, like fries, 
tatter tots, drinks, desserts and hamburgers. 
All different kinds of  hamburgers. 
It has a little square to fit 8 families, 
but the long hard wait is worth the food. 

Thomas Evans 

Hometown Market 

My sister works at Hometown Market cleaning messes and eating
one day out of  date donuts. Seeing adults buy fresh baked bread. 
Slipping on bloody meat at the back of  the store at the meat section. 
Waxing the hard tile floor trying not to fall. 
Going around the store in their green vests. 
Taking brakes, eating and drinking white milk. 

Kristin Baird 
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NORMAN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Crossett, AR

Faculty Contacts: Jimmie Ann Grant
Visiting Writers: Keely Kotnik and Chloë Honum

Hectic Mornings

Early rising, my sister goes to prepare
for the excitement ahead, 
hopping cars for Sonic. 
She carries only a jacket with her, 
but only because the mornings are cool. 
When she first arrives
at the seemingly calm place
she gears up with her money and tray 
and waits for the morning rush. 
And then in an instant
like a magician pulling a rabbit 
out of  a hat, 
big ones, little ones, 
orange, and green ones 
appear to push the red button
to demand service. 
Hurrying, hurrying on her feet, 
she runs like prey from a predator
to give the food and be given the money
so she can be on her way to the other. 
All day this goes on until her shift is over. 
She takes off  her gear
and heads home
for a hopeful night of  rest
as she lays her head down, 
finally, like a squirrel in a nest. 

 DeShauna Tucker  

“Glittering New Mirrors Have Arrived”  

and I look at myself  
as if  a hawk was watching its prey. 
I see myself  as if  I’m a puppy, 
nice and not hurting a thing. 
As my brother walks in behind me, 
it’s like a furious lion
entering the room. 
The scene soon changes 
like a ran cloud covering the sun. 

Lauren Brantley 
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Deception of  a Mirror’s Glare 

Glittering new mirrors have just arrived. 
Unpacking them the bubbles pop
like a rock skipping over a never-ending lake
on a warm afternoon. I reach in to find 
the light reflecting like a diamond 
washed on the shore, shining so brightly, 
almost making me drop it 
like a hot loaf  of  my grandma’s bread. 
I look into the mirror 
and turn to stone, solid, 
never to see my reflection again. 
The mirror spills on the floor 
like a child’s cup falling to the floor. 
It splashes and runs everywhere, 
never to give a reflection again. 

Tyler Rives 

My Mother’s Monday Mornings 

My mother always gets up 
with hair like tangled vines. 
She opens up the dark 
green shutters 
hoping the sun to find. 
She falls into a daze 
of  dark purple
clouds of  despair. 
She slides into her robe
of  pure Egyptian cotton. 
It is early in the morning
with two children 
hungry as lions to feed.  
She opens up the door, 
and all of  the heat flees. 
She pops in some muffins, 
and we start to feed. 
We hop into the thing
that gets us from here to there. 
She drops us off  for a day
in the torture chamber
soon followed by another. 
She goes back home, 
closes the shutters, 
and slips back in
the oceans of  silk she calls a bed. 

Tyler Rives 

“I Have Eaten a Handful of  Fire” 

I have drowned in air. 
I have burned in snow. 
I have been frozen in heat. 
I have melted in dry concrete. 

Kyron Norman 

Gulf  of  Mexico

Monday in the morning
in the summer time, 
waking up hearing large birds
with engines in the air. 
The roaring of  the Gulf
crashing against the large, 
white rocks. Soothing water 
close to the house. 
A new day rising. 

Truitt Key 
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RICHLAND ELEMENTARY
West Memphis, AR

Faculty Contact: Janine B. Earney
Visiting Writers: Chris Murphy and Robert B. Travis

My Jealousy

My jealousy feels like old eggs.
He tastes like jello.
My jealousy smells like chlorine.
He sounds like people getting stung by jel-
lyfish.
He looks like a shark with a cat’s tail,
and he has a pencil-shaped head.

Crystal Dunn

Untitled

Tick tick
My time is up
I’ve been on the wall for 10 yrs
I’ve had the same owner all that time
but now they want something new
more sleek
Why do they dust me everyday?
I  don’t look old
The new one they want
has numbers
but I think good old-fashioned ro-
man numerals
are the best
I’m blue and tan, their favorite colors
but they want silver for some reason.
And what’s wrong with being circu-
lar?
The new one is just too square!

Melissa Quinton

Untitled

See that red bird?
Just looks like a gray bird to me.
Let’s get that yellow car.
What yellow car? That is gray.
It’s about to storm, the clouds are gray.
No it isn’t, the clouds are white.

Billy Hawkins
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Untitled

When my love smiles, love brightens the world
When my love cries, the world floods
When my love speaks, no one hears
When my love roars, there’s no response
When my love is scared, there’s no one to run to
When my love sniffs the fresh air, he gers a whiff  of  hate
When love walks, the earth shakes
Let’s get to the point
My love is very discombobulated

Destiny Wright

My Love

He is big, hairy, and dumb,
but the weird thing about him is
he smells like roses.
He looks like a baby,
feels like the softest pillow,
but best of  all he tastes like s’mores.
His hair is a chocolate waterfall.
His insides are marshmallow
and his body is graham cracker,
and that is my love,
the biggest smore I ever ate.

Logan Morton

Janis Lee, Melbourne Elementary
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Untitled

K- An envelope being mailed to the president after losing three sides to an evil postman.

O- An octopus who lost his eyes and legs in a fight with a ship full of  evil pirates.

R- A barstool cut in half  by a bartender who nailed a leg under it.

E- A wooden bookshelf  split in half  after falling down a mountain.

E- Double doors flipped on its side by a mob of  angry customers.

N- Roaring waves crashing against a rocky cliff  wearing the earth away.

A- A Cyclops taking a nap after a full week of  climbing a large hill outside a small       
      village. 

Koreena Turner

The Feel Of  Smoke

Smoke feels like loose silk strings
As it waves in my hands. It feels as if  is made of  thick gray water.

The small faint sound of  wind the smoke makes brings chills.
The smell is choking, but desirable.

The taste is bitter with the salty taste of  the sea. 

Caine Lammers

Silverbones

My silverbones shine like the moon in the cloudless sky.
They sound like bells as I walk around and talk.
I feel as if  sleet is feeling me.
I look like a bolt shining and going into a hole
and staying there forever.

Richard Farmer
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Snow Sounds

Snow sounds like the falling
of  maple leaves on a mid-
autumn morning.

Snow smells like the inside
of  a freezer in a cleaning 
woman’s’ home.

Snow tastes like aluminum
on the tongue of  a young child
who is playing with the wrapper
of  his used chewing gum.

Nikita Pearsall

Yellow

The quacking of  a duck with sunburned feathers.
The mooing of  a cow with bad breath.
The whispering of  the wind after being heated by the sun.
The star on top of  the Christmas Tree after going crack on 
the floor.
A Golden Apple on the brink of  discovery of  the human 
mouth. 

Karen Ishell

Standing Strong

G- A new birth mother’s arm reaching for her beloved child.

A- The tip of  the 11 year old schoolboy’s pencil racing away stories of  imagination and             
      triumph.

R- The boulder on top of  the hill, swaying with the wind, anticipating the tumble. 

R-  The newlywed’s ring finger passing through the diamond ring, shaking with utter 
      excitement. 

E-   The golden stairs leading up  to the Aztec temple glaring in the hot sun.

T-  The wooden cross standing strong as the world goes to sleep. 

Garret Law
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NORTH HEIGHTS JUNIOR HIGH
Texarkana, AR

Faculty Contacts: Melissa Carson
Visiting Writers: Johnathon Williams and Travvis Largentt

Basketball, Will you marry me?

With a smell of  rubber perfume,
your orange suit goes great
with your black striped tattoos.

I find it so creative
that you bounce up and down
instead of  walking like normal people.

Your head is perfectly round
just like the rest of  your body.

Even though you let a bunch of  guys touch you
I still think you love me most.

Jeremiah Pickett

Anchorage, Alaska

I love my hometown
in Anchorage.  The snow
is as white as fluffy cotton.
The sky is baby blue.  The roads 
are as slick as an egg’s yolk.
The snow forms on the mountain
and the sides of  buildings
so when you open the windows
and jump you slide down a slope.
My town is not a loud town.
The streets are filled with snow
piling up to your ankles in the summertime.

Arianna Clark

Cuapachilato (Mexican goddess)

happy
long brown hair
skin as smooth
as silk, beautiful
as a sunset at
Chilato hill.

Stephen Moore
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Texarkana

Old buildings that need
to be torn down.  Cars that need
to be fixed.  Sewer leaks.
Smell of  skunks.  Sound of  bones
cracking.  Taste the peas without flavor.
Dirt roads that could be cement.
See the trees are chopped down.
Feels like fire all around you.
As small as Nigeria.
 
Christen Hawks

Philippines

Beautiful
the people are so
kind to me
I smell the air
and it smells
just like the restaurant
cooking
the noodle made
fresh
when I step outside
I hear greetings
I feel the
wonders of  a new 
day rolling down 
my spine 
when I wake up
and I step outside
and I see my friends 
waiting to play

Kathryn Woods

Under My Skin

I found a jungle
with lions preying 
on innocent victims
who happened to be 
on their way
to deliver a message
to the king
in the tomb
of  Redwater
who was the master
of  the lions, the master
of  the tomb
of  the master of  everything.

LaCorey Williams
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Faculty Contacts: Gina Montgomery
Visiting Writers: Travvis Largent, Ash Bowent

My City

My city
in the winter is
so cold,
like putting your
whole head in
the freezer.
When snow
falls it looks
like 
somebody is eating
a donut and 
white crumbs are
falling.  My face
burns when I stay
out in the snow
for too long.  It feels
like I am slapping
myself  with a 
raw fish.  How
it burns
sometimes.  

Keragan Nance

My Envy

My envy has green hair that feels like a snake.  
My envy’s eyes are red like tomatoes.
My envy’s skin smells like burnt fish and looks like the sun.
My envy is wearing dirty clothes that smell like sweat.
My envy is nice compared to a jaguar.
My envy is as big as a plane.  
My envy’s nose looks like a tomato that hasn’t ripened.
My envy’s mouth is as big as an ant.  

The envy’s fingernails are as along as a plane and as brown
as a chocolate chip.  

If  you touch the envy’s face, it will feel like you
touched an extremely hot stove.  This is my envy.  

Katie Benson

Lips

My lips are like snakes
when they are mad.  As wet
as a fish.  As red as a beating
heart.  When they smack
2-gether, they sound like fire
popping.  My lips.

Sarah Halfacre
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My Skin is as Rough as a Stone

My skin is as rough as a stone
but I am weak and my body feeble.
Many times have I been put in yard sales,
and many times no one will buy me.
My life is sad   
for I am a porcelain cat 
who is owned by an old lady.  

Noah McClung

A Rocket

A rocket sees what I can’t.
A rocket smells what I can’t.
A rocket tastes what I can’t.
A rocket hears what I can’t.
A rocket feels what I can’t.
A rocket can’t see.
A rocket can’t smell.
A rocket can’t taste.
A rocket can’t hear.
A rocket can’t feel.

I wish I was a rocket.
Sometimes the whole country does.  

Trevar Dye

My Grief

My grief  is dragon-shaped.
My grief  has wings.
My grief  has fire-breathing breath.
My grief  has claws of  terror.
My grief  smells like charred hamburgers.
My grief  is as big as a fully grown tree.
My grief  sounds like five lions’ roars.
My grief  is scaly like a snake.
My grief  lives in a cave on top of  the tallest mountain.
My grief  is the most-feared thing in the universe.  

Matthew Montgomery
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WASHINGTON MIDDLE SCHOOL
El Dorado, AR

Faculty Contacts: Susan Calloway
Visiting Writers: Jacob Shores-Argüello and Robert B. Travis

Ocean

I have kids wrestling me
playing and rolling in the skin of  my body.

I share eyes with the wind
that helps destroy the enemy forming over me

My arms are huge
stretching from enemy to enemy

I devour my enemy and take it in,
only to see more of  them grow.

The nail of  my finger is where you stand,
making castles for no good reason.

They are soon destroyed
when I roll in my sleep.

Jake Atkinson

Star

Eye of  a thousand fire-flies.
Zits like a cinder cone volcano.
I arrive at night without being fetched
and disappear without being stolen.

Taylor Thomas

Blackberry

My body. Lumps of  black sky.
I am deer eyes fixed
on a single blade of  grass.
I am the pyramid holding
captive the pharaoh.
I feel like the night:
its radiance traps you
from all other senses.

James Gathright

Pear

 I am like an upsidedown 
lightbulb that glows green and
yellow. I smell like a fruity 
suckler, and my skin is smooth
as velvet on a dress. 

Jessica Honeycutt
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I Got a Big Hole

I got tire prints
It smell rubber
feel like a bouncy ball.
Jumping on the bed, rolling in the house, eating all the food:
It got energy.

Ashley Colvin

Red Brick House

It sounds like poison ivy
growing wild
tastes like burned, stale
strawberry cookies.
It feels like red mud stuck
together with oatmeal
looks like the oven door
during the summer.
It smells like crickets
at night.

Danielle Whatley

Untitled

I was running into the stormy sea.
Nature is a fire through Yellowstone
tasting like the sun during an orange
sunset-honeysuckle that just bloomed
like herds of  buffalo through the tundra
like a toucan flying in the wind.
Nature is rain dancing in the sky.

Meredith Bolin

Nature

Nature is a baby squirrel
trapped in a fire

it is a rose blooming

it is a shark attacking its prey

a wolf  lost from its pack
a horse having its foal.

Abby Perdue
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WEDLOCK ELEMENTARY
Edmondson, AR

Faculty Contacts: Janine B. Earney
Visiting Writers: Jen Siraganian and Sara Hodge

What It's Like

Glitter is like glass sparkling in the night.
Feathers are like soft pillows.
Sunset is like an orange
shining in the morning.
A shell is like an ocean 
you can hear.
A flame is like a fire
rising in the air.

Cherine Minnis

I Love My Lamborghini

I love my Lamborghini 
so much I want to put tattoos 
on it that are flames. I want to eat 
grapes in it and spray paint it red 
and paint flames on the back.  
I will swish all the way to the school
in my Lamborghini. I will go fishing
and catch a fish with my Lamborghini
and I will take my Lamborghini on a date. 
I will skate with my Lamborghini. 
I will stop at a stop sign with it too. 

Nathan Christie

A Balloon 

A balloon looks like a flame of  fire.
A balloon tastes like deer hair. 
A balloon feels like ladybug wings.
A balloon sounds like a whistle.

Lamiya Ellis 
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Ladybug

A ladybug is a bug that uses 
flames to burn grass. It swoops down 
to burn a deer. The deer spills water
on the ground. Then it starts a flood.
The deer freezes like ice 
and sky begins to glitter in the street.

Edmond Stewart  

How Snowboarding Feels

Snowboarding is like a cat
skating on ice. Snowboarding is like 
a horse flying. It makes me feel 
like I’m swimming in a bowl
of  cocoa. Snowboarding tastes like a snow-cone.
It makes me feel like I’m flying. 

Clay Roberts

Right Hand

Right hand doesn’t know where he wants
to go, but he dreams to go outside to play
with his friend, Left hand.  He wants
to be the god of  the sky. He wants
to go outside and smell the fresh air.
He wants to take Left hand to Miami, Florida
to see the Miami Heat, and the Florida Dolphins
football team, and to spend time with Left hand
on the beach. 

Anthony Maxwell 

Sadness

standing still, lonely, 
you got a cold, tastes like soup

Jatori Johnson
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WEST MEMPHIS HIGH SCHOOL
West Memphis, AR

Faculty Contacts: Cherilyn Minnis 
Visiting Writers: Jen Siraganian and Sara Hodge

2 Wheels

The humidity pushes in on me
Its hands gripping me
Painting my body
With a thin sheath of  sweat
I grip the rubber under my fingers
Brace for the descent, the impact
The sublime slickness
Of  the handle bars beneath my hands
My sole goal
Is solitude
Artificial wind escaping from huge metal machines that pass
Caressing my face
Conspiring with the glaze I’m covered in
To cool and calm my skin
Hearing the blaring call from an automobile
I squeeze the plastic
That blocks my hands from moving freely
I slow and stop
Relieved that my life is still intact
I’m steadily passed by faces
People I’ll never know
Have no desire to know
Stories that will never be known to me
Kept behind the eyes of  all the faces I see
I’m surrounded yet oh so alone
But I like it this way
I reach my destination 
Dismount, feeling serene
The sun-soaked season fades
away

Blake McKisick

Hands of  a Carpenter

Hands rough and cracked like sandpaper,
skin blistered and torn from a hard days work.
Arms and fingers bruised and soft like a spoiled banana.
Through all this pain and all this work he
remembers why he hurts.

Josh Brown
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My Grandmother Wears Red Lipstick

So quiet, like a meek mouse
Stories tell me she used to be
louder than a firecracker
$5 everyday, a gift of  love to me.
She cries at night,
feeling alone without our Rock.
She always reminds me
of  peppermints after Taco Bell
and Blockbuster on the weekends.
One day, will I regret
every time I didn’t hug her?
Her coffee cups always have stains,
pink and faded.
She loves the yellow sweater,
the one I got on sale for her at Christmas—
She gave me $100.
So ungrateful,
I feel like a spoiled child,
remind myself  to tell her “I love you” every day
and know I’ll forget.
She’ll always be my shoulder to cry on,
even if  I’m the ground she slips on.
When I’m a mother, a grandmother, or anything else,
I’ll wear that same shade of  red,
just to remember her,
every time I drink coffee from a white mug.

Samantha Roberts 

The Hands of  a Man

The hands of  my stepfather are as dark as 12:00
on a cold dreary night.
They are filled with oil from trying to fix things on his truck.
The work leaves his hands sweaty, oily, and very greasy.
Even when he washes his hands they still have dirt under
the nails sitting there like rust on an old pipe.
But little do I know his hands are clean.
Clean with the satisfaction of  getting the job done.

Daruius Bailey

Rain Dance

Nothing out of  my window
The raindrops compose rhythmic beats
One drop, two drops, no drops
The only thing that remains
are remnants of  its performance,
glazed streets that slowly but
surely fade, and a memory
of  what was

Bianca Johnson
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Swings with no one in them

Firm flesh colliding with my own
Reminding me of  my charge
Bony fingers intertwined between my own
Like brambles or bushes of  berries
Gentle breeze
Could pick her up and carry her away
Hoisted on my back now
I feel her heart beat
Not in tune with mine
But faster, erratic, sporadic
She’s afraid she’ll fall
But she won’t cause I got her
We arrive amongst the throngs
The incessant chatter of  those around
We’re surrounded but alone
The swing sets move to and fro
Though no one is in them
And the glimmer of  dew on the blades beneath
Her little sneakers shining from the grass’ sweat
She needs me to push her in the swing
Protect her form the crickets, ants, grasshoppers
That conspire to lead her away
It’s a perfect day
And I need her too
Someone to feel important to

Blake McKisick

Moving Out

The empty bunk on the bed piled with dirty clothes and 
sheets
that looms above my head as I sleep.
No more gloating after taking the last piece of  cake
 since you couldn’t stand to argue.
The bald spot in the yard where we would scuffle
 is now overgrown with grass.
Never again can I listen to your wise words,
 even when I say that I just don’t want to hear it.

Matt Warren
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Untitled

morn
comes, frost
bite, still exhausted
not prepared for 
school, garlic
breath, rusted
face

Bresha Mitchell

Math Class

Being in math class is like being in 
the Army.  Dodging the teacher’s
questions is like trying to dodge bullets.
I hide behind my math book, hoping
it will be a shield.  But in the end,
she always wins, and I get caught.
The battle is over for today,
but I have to prepare
for the war tomorrow.

Robyn Sparks

My Little Brother

vicious like a wild banshee
like a Viking going to war
as tough as a wild boar
from sweet to wild
like a ninja soaring in the air
drop-kicking a brick
he screams he does karate
and I’m his human punching bag

Lindsey Lucas

The Drums

tuga-tuga-tuga-tuga-tuga-ching
you go from bass drum to snare 
drum, tom-tom
keeping tempo with the hi-hats
make up beats
play other beats
mix together to get a song

it’s like dancing with the sticks

Andrew Nichols
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Flaming Flamingo

Try being me right now
I’m feeling very hot.
Someone set me on fire.
I see a big blur of  animals, people, buildings
looking at me.
staring
concentrating on what I’m doing.
I’m melting.
Like a Hershey’s chocolate bar dissolving in the microwave.

I smell a burnt stench
Oh wait.
That’s me.
My feathers.
My pink fluffy feathers.
Going away.
Flying down.
Fire,
turning me into ashes.
Try being me,
the flaming flamingo.

Jennifer Carter

Untitled

Deep in the pocket
of  plaid shorts
I hated those shorts
worn every week
always stuck in the pocket
that hideous plaid pocket

Day by day always stuck
in the same pocket
of  the same shorts
the same plaid shorts

A miserable life of  a quarter
always waiting to be spent
on a soda
a drink
a bear in a machine

Finally out in the open
out in the light

to buy what?
Another pair of  plaid shorts.

Danielle Steele
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Nevada

In Nevada, the sand is blue.
At Carson City, the buffalos lick their paws.
The cactuses cry.
A cyclone appears.
Nevada looks like a stabbing knife.
In Nevada, nobody notices that the trees 
dance.

Gray Dellinger

Japan

In Japan, the water is the color of  shadows. The Nile Crocodile tears and 
kills the African Zebra. A Nile Crocodile swims in the Pacific Ocean. In 
9586, a hurricane called “Zef ” hits Japan. Japan looks like a cut off  rope.
Nobody notices the Earth rotating five times faster.

Kess McSwain

Unicornfirefly

Unicorn-firefly = 1. An animal that sets on fire 
every few minutes. It looks like a little spot 
and when it sets on fire, it looks like a red and white 
chessboard. You can find it in the ocean.
  2. A piece of  corn 
that is white and looks like a white fish. It is a fruit.

Sophia Ordaz

Gray

Looks like a sky on a rainy 
day. Gray smells like apple 
tress. Gray tastes like Chinese soup. 
Gray sounds like thunder in China. 
Gray feels like buttercups 
by my house.

Brianna Moore
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The Story About Me

If  I was a XZinea planet, 
I would be colder than the North and South Poles, 
and farther than one trillion light years away.  
My mother would be the sun 
and she would cook fried stars,
my favorite food.
My friends are meteoroids, galaxies and other planets.
My favorite friend is…Pluto.
Guess why?
Because we are dwarf  planets.
Our favorite movie is whizzing comets!
When I am sick, I have to help myself
because spaceships don’t come by to give me antibiotics.
So Pluto gives me medicine, 
and he doesn’t give me anesthesia.
In 1 trillion years, my mother will be sucked by a black hole.
What will I do?

Satyasaran Sreehairkesan

In My Mother’s Purse

There are a lot of  things inside 
my mother’s purse. I find 
smells of  the jungle and dishwashing 
powder. I feel the rain of  a storm 
in Australia and the drool of  a dragon. 
What I taste is monkey salad 
and digestive Yeti.  What I see 
is a munchkin from the land of  Oz.  
What I smell is the strong smell 
of  perfume and Frosted Flakes.

Roderick Thomas

Wyoming is Special

In Wyoming, the sidewalk is green.
A beaver is digging in his dam.
Somebody is fishing in the lake.
Right now, there is a tsunami.
Wyoming is the shape of  a square.
Nobody notices the sidewalk is 
green in Wyoming.

Ashley Tran
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Ode to My Saxophone

My saxophone
so shiny and gold
covered in pearl keys
the songs it can play
sound like angels 
singing to the heavens
oddly shaped but 
beautifully made
dozens of  keys
each one makes a sound
but can make so awkward a sound

many rods and springs
make a forest of  metal
pushed together like
in a crowd of  people
it feels so cold
but after you play it
it warms up and
starts to play its heavenly tune

Chris Hickingbottom

Here They Come!

The humongous porcupine
glides across the city.

The microscopic tulip
screams at me.

Two engulfed anacondas
sprint up the tree.

And out the black hole
comes an opaque elephant ear.

Jordan Baker

Untitled

The insulation on the bottom of  the bubble was dense, hypnotizing me.  I walked to Stuttgart.  
There, a sophisticated aardvark spoke to me.  Tome he said, ‘You are sophisticated.  Hobble 
your way to the Bermuda Triangle and throw the lightweight tree bark in the river.’  As I did 
so, I thought that the actions of  what I had done were mind-boggling.

Nicholas Wilson
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An Ode to Fishing

Oh little fish how I love you
The way you splash in open water
When I have you on the line
It feels like tugging on a monster
As I reel you in closer
You break the line like a little twig

Colton Long

Mr. Right

I’m filled with  words
very heavy
ready at hand
full of  information
students dread me

Kaitlyn Burt

Notebook

so blue and chewed on
   pages ripped and yellow
   in the trash
as soft as a dog with muddy fur

Caitlin Herrera
Cherry Pie

Oh Cherry Pie.  How sweet you are
my cherry pie.  Crust as  thick
as the crust of  the Earth 
and the cherry sweetness 
as thick as the ocean.
So sweet and hot.  
The best way to eat you
is with a cold glass
of  milk to wash you
down, like water washes
the sin as it falls from the clouds.
Oh sweet cherry pie.

Randi Warren
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These Mirrors

I have been waiting for these 
pink and red mirrors all this 
time. They finally arrived for 
me to put in my room. I 
jumped inside the mirrors. 
I see nothing. I see my 
reflection, but it’s another
person. She has different clothes, 
her eyes are black with 
a sparkle in it. The smile 
is like a clown’s smile. 
I can no longer look 
into this mirror anymore. 

Jamiee Williams 

Hospital Love 

My mom works at a hospital to care. 
She loves the sweet smell of  roses everyday.
With light watery sunshine in her eyes
but not another tear drop shall she see. 
With soft hard yellow bricks, 
with people unhappy 
left alone in a Big Building
with no one to protect them. 
Some of  cancer some sick, 
some with wounds that cannot be heel. 
It’s sad to see her hospital friends in danger. 
She can picture herself  in their positions. 
She cares for them like she cares for me. 
She should only do one and not two
is to give them hospital love. 

Charmane Davis 
Candy Factory 

Wow! Everything smell 
sweet. Candy is baking. 
Boom! Chocolate is popping
like popcorn. Smack! Peppermints
a smacking. Putting my 
hand in the chocolate will not be easy. 
The nerds takes like a 
corner of  heaven. 

Denzel Austin 
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Love Spider 

I saw a blue spider 
in my bedroom window. I 
put it on my shoulder and 
let it bite me, as I 
bussed the spider bite. 

The spider bit me several 
times as I kept hearing it 
hiss on my shoulder, I bussed 
each bite, but didn’t kill
the spider. But this spider
is my friend. 

LaQuincia Hurst 

Bananas

There once was a fruit. 
It is shaped like a phone and 
monkeys always climb up tree
and eat them. Bananas are 
good like talking on the phone. 

Jonisha Gaither

Trucking School 

My dad works there. 

His job is much too dangerous.
His job
is so very dangerous. 

He gets into 18 wheelers with people who

can’t even drive them. 

Turn left! Turn right! 

The always do the opposite. 
       Bump! Bump! 
The rides are so bumpy. 

The trucks smell as if  dogs are playing on a rainy 
day. 

   Honk! Honk! Chit Chat!

Chit Chat! is all you hear. 

I couldn’t work there if  I were 
him. 

    I just couldn’t do it. 

Gwendolyn Boatwright 
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How To Know For Sure I Am Alive

I can smell the shrimp fried rice.
My heart feels scarlet blue.
I hear a cheetah growling at its prey.
The cheetah ran right through me.
The fur felt like fire ripping through my flesh.

I look up at the sky
it is black and the darkest red.

I look down and see
the cheetah watching me.

It’s so close.
I taste the color of  its fur.
It is so gruesome
I breathe.
I look up and see fire rising out 
of  the ground in a distance.

It’s getting closer.
I realize I was never alive.

Shanelqua Bacon

A Furry Tale

Once upon a time there lived three little pigs. One built his house of  sand, another of  sticks, 
and the last one of  feathers. One day a homeless wolf  came along to ask a pig to  build him a 
house of  sand. He wanted his own place to live, food. But with one knock on the door of  the 
house it came crashing down. With fear the pig went crying to his brother whose house was 
made of  sticks. But the same thing happened to his house. Yet again the pigs went crying to 
their brother’s house. When they told the pig whose house was made of  feathers what hap-
pened he was mad. He ripped the fur right off  of  the wolf  sending him crying away in fear. 
And that is how fur coats were started

Kenneth Winkler

Blueberry Pancake

I am a Blueberry pancake.
I walk with no legs
because I wasn’t cooked with any.
I am waiting to be eaten up 
with no maple syrup at all,
a dried out feeling,
like a stone,
like a beetle’s hard shell,
as it flies
awaiting to die. 

Charles Collins



Through The Eyes of  Mice

It time to eat and I don’t see
no food.
Now I wondering what is there
to eat.
So I look around and I 
found the biggest cheese ever in a trap
So I went for it.
Snap goes the trap. 
And now I gone like trees
in the winter. 

Nicholas Lewis

Love

The love that tried to get me
at night. The big green ferocious love
that was under my bed. The one whose hair
always tickled me in my sleep.
The love that had a hot breeze 
that smelled of  old saline. The one
that left green stains on my floor, in my bed,
in my closet. All over my room. The love
that left notes. The love that never made 
a sound. Love just stood beside me very quiet. 
This is my love.

Rosa Burgess

Senses

you can feel the burning pizza on
your tongue

you can even see the blood shot red
and dark orange sky as the sun sets

you can hear the rapid flapping
wings of  a humming bird

you can feel the bird’s gentle touch
as it comes and sits on your finger

and outside you feel the burning heat
of  summer as if  the sun is in your face

And the bird’s colorful feathers taste
as sweet as candy

And from a distance you see the red
sun smiling as it sets

Blair Richards
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